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        Laser drive isentropic compression has the potential capability to obtain ultra-high 

pressure , which is very useful for new material, shock wave physics, and earth physics. Up 

to now, there are at least two types of quasi-isentropic compression experiment with laser 

drive technique, which are the laser drive directly experiment and the reservoir target 

experiment drove by laser illumination or hohlraum. In China, these two types of 

experiments have been carried out based on Shen Guang laser facilitis. In this presentation, 

we will introduce these experimental results and the key point of these experiments. With one 

planar or three steps target, the interface velocity on Al/LiF is achieved in these experiments. 

The blank effect is provided and analyzed in these two types of experiments. 

       For the laser drive directly experiment, the theoretical model, target designing, 

experimental results, key technique, experimental characteristics and experimental data are 

analyzed in details. The compression pressure on the loading surface is obtained with 

experimental data and processing program, which is the highest pressure so far. After 

comparing the apparent particle velocity with the true particle velocity, the dynamic 

correction curve can be obtained to achieve the real particle velocity, which is more accurate. 

The improving direction is provided, which will provide the important information. The 

experimental data and design will give the valuable reference for the study in this field. 

       For the reservoir target experiment, the isentropic compression can be obtained with 

reservoir target in laser direct-drive and indirect-drive experiment. After adding the Cu layer 

in the reservoir target with the hohlraum, the inertial of plasma jet can be increased. Then the 

pressure in our experiment reached to 200GPa, which has been very close to the up limitation 

of this kind of experiment. The efficiency with reservoir target is lower than that in the 

isentropic compression experiment with long pulse laser direct-drive. However, the 

isentropic compression experiment with long pulse in laser direct-drive is very sensitive to 

the laser intensity variation. 
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